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Another Tale to Tell:
 
Postcolonial Theory and the Case of
 

Castle Rackrent 

Mary Jean Corbett 

Published in the year of the Act of Union, which ended Ireland's nominal 
independence from England by dissolving the Irish Parliament, Castle 
Rackrent(180o) has been read mainly as a regional tale, a novel of place. Said 
to inaugurate the Anglo-Irish novelistic tradition, it is likewise understood 
to be a comic work, an exemplar of the ironic mode in which Maria 
Edgeworth's narrator, Thady Quirk, is rather less knowing than he realizes 
about the full implications of the tale he tells. But it is also, in Suvendrini 
Perera'swords, "the first significant English novel to speak in the voice ofthe 
colonized," 1 and the conjunction among these classificatory categories
regional novel, ironic comedy, and colonial tale- is no mere coincidence: 
its Irish narrator and its Irish setting are what give Castle Rackrent an ironic 
bent. Situating her colonized Irish narrator and his reckless masters in a po
sition of inferiority to the (so-called) mother country, Edgeworth repre
sents the strangeness of the geographical other to her metropolitan reader; 
in the gap between "us" and "them" lies the ironic humor of the novel. 

Given the colonial politics of this comedy, however, to be moved only 
to laughter by Castle Rackrent means to overlook the novel's implication in 
systems of colonial control, and so to reproduce the very structure of dom
inance and subordination the novel replays. For Castle Rackrent's irony de
pends on how it establishes our readerly distance from the narrator: Thady 
Quirk and his masters are laughable only to the extent that we persist in 
seeing them as beneath or below us. And this ironic distance is not only a 
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L literary device, but also a political one, which works to construct and se

i 
F" 

cure the superiority of the domestic English reader over the Irish subject. 
If Edgeworth's irony is complicit with a colonial strategy, so, too, does 

the novel's generic status as a regional tale occlude a colonialist mentality 
'~'! within the very categories of literary history. As Perera points out in her 

study of imperialism and colonialism in the nineteenth-century English 
[', tradition, "the diverse fictional genres" of the period "are preeminently 
I 

I interested in place"; specific sites within the emerging British empire "be
come the locus of particular moral and cultural values" (35), usually repre
sented as opposed to and inferior to English ones. As Edward Said and 
Patrick Brantlinger have also effectively demonstrated, British imperialist 
projects in non-European places-Asia, Africa, the Caribbean-became 
sites for imaginative conquest as well as economic exploitation, so much so 
that the two often worked hand in hand, all the while working to consoli

J.j: 
date a native English identitv.? Critics have not generally recognized, how
ever, that the English performed similar operations in arenas even closer 
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to home, within the very geographical borders of Great Britain: the Irish 
locale of CastleRackrent, like the wild, romantic Scotland of Scott's novels, 
is every bit as available as the more far-flung outposts of empire for imag

~ 
j; 

inative and imperial appropriation in the nineteenth century. As a regional 
tale, then, Castle Rackrent produces a vision of Irish comic disorder for 
properly English readers, while its generic status both incorporates it 
within and makes it peripheral to the English novelistic tradition. 

postcolonial theory here figures as a means of re-viewing the colonial 
iii;: 

relations within this novel and its contexts; in briefly showing, for example, 
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how a seemingly neutral generic category such as "the regional tale" con
firms the "Englishness" of a particular literary tradition, I aim to indicate 

:~, 
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how postcolonial thinking challenges the critical categories that have 
seemed so natural to many of us.' My intention is not to displace the 
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recent focus on non-European literatures and so to reinscribe the hegem
onic force of the British literary tradition; rather, I hope to decenter that 
tradition from within by appropriating postcolonial tools to recover the 
heterogeneity that has been suppressed within British studies itself. The 
central concerns of postcolonial theorists- the creation of otherness as a 
material tool of domination, the place oflanguage as a means of both op
pression and opposition, the deployment of racial stereotyping in securing 
the subordinate status of the colonized, to mention but a few- have clear 
applications to analyses ofliterary and cultural production in Ireland past 
and present, and as such are the primary concerns of this essay. 

The "particular moral and cultural values" associated with Ireland most 
often appear as negative ones, but they are certainly productive in the Eng
lish context; it is the comic distance between English and Irish, relatively 
unmediated by their geographical closeness, that Edgeworth exploits in 
Castle Rackrent. Investigating the construction of that distance within the 
novel, and in Edgeworth's biography, I focus here on linguistic, cultural, 
and gender differences and their relation to extant structures of colonial 
power and authority. Not a reading of the novel as such, this essay aims to 
demonstrate how a postcolonial perspective might defamiliarize the famil
iar, and so to explore the relations between a colonizing literature and its 
colonized subjects. 

1 

The Preface to Castle Rackrent, undertaken by Edgeworth's editorial per
sona in the familiar eighteenth-century way, begins by articulating some 
differences between historical and biographical writing, incidentally re
vealing what Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace has called "a voice of a particu
lar class in the making."4 Defending "the prevailing taste of the public for 
anecdote" (27) 5 against the censure and ridicule of the critical establish
ment, the Preface argues for the value of biography by pointing out the 
shortcomings of historical writing. One problem with such discourse is its 
devotion to a particular style: "the heroes of history," the editor claims, 
"are so decked out by the fine fancy of the professed historian; they talk in 
such measured prose, and act from such sublime or such diabolical mo
tives, that few have sufficient taste, wickedness or heroism, to sympathize 
in their fate" (27). "The heroes of history," as created by historians, are 

; Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, TheirFathers'Daughters: Hannah More,Maria Edgeworth, 
alld Patriarchal Complicity (New York:Oxford University Press, 1991), 140. 

SAIl parenthetical references to CastleRackentare to this New Riverside Edition. 



either so far above or so far below us in moral terms as to be beyond 
ordinary sympathies; "decked out" as they are, dressed in the language of 
high life and having life only in that very public sphere, their social and lin
guistic differences from the readers the editor addresses, presumably mid
dling sort of folk, make them inaccessible and unreal to such readers. Like 
the sphere in which those heroes move, the language by which historians 
represent them obscures their "true" characters. 

The editor prefers "a plain unvarnished tale" of the kind Thady Quirk 
will offer over "the most highly ornamented narrative" (28), and this pref
erence has a particular class valence to it, for like her contemporaries, 
Wollstonecraft and Wordsworth, Edgeworth's editorial persona distrusts 
linguistic sophistication. Here she associates aristocratic vices, linguistic 
and moral, with a rhetorical power unjustly employed to advance the claims 
of a literary elite. "Those who are used to literary manufacture know," the 
editor tells us, "how much is often sacrificed to the rounding of a period or 
the pointing of an antithesis" (28); in this view, elegance of style masks an 
underlying incompleteness or emptiness. Those who in writing about high 
life take on its worst aspects should not be trusted, because "the appearance 
of candour, which men of great abilities best know how to assume ... 
endangers our judgment sometimes, and sometimes our morals" (28). Lin
guistic sophistication-the writing of those who make it difficult to read 
them-s-duplicitously conceals where it promises to reveal, obscures where 
it should enlighten. Edgeworth's linguistic project can be understood, then, 
as an attempt to create an alternative to this hegemonic discourse, under
taken in, as Marilyn Butler puts it, "the name of metropolitan knowledge 
and linguistic correctness." 6 In presenting herself as an acute reader and de
mystifier of aristocratic language, the editor attempts to win our assent to 
her own way, which she defines not only against linguistic sophistication, 
but also against the "illiteracy" ofThady Quirk. 7 For Thady's "plain unvar
nished" language is, by the editor's own account, as problematic as the or
namental language of the highbrow historian, and for reasons that have 
much to do with class and national origin. 

Then as now, language use marked-and was marked by-cultural 
and class differences. Olivia Smith argues that in the 1790S, "language was 

6Marilyn Butler, Introduction to "Castle Rackrent" and "Ennui" (London: Penguin, 
'i, 1992),16.
;) 

7In the Preface, the editor uses the word "illiterate" to describe Thady, yet he can most 
certainly read (28, 61), if not write. My feeling is that Edgeworth uses this word, some
what ironically, in the eighteenth-century sense as defined by Chesterfield in 1748: "The 
word illiterate, in its common acceptation, means a man who is ignorant of [Greek and 
Latin]" (OED). 

-( 

generally understood to be a transparent manifestation ofvalue": "a vulgar 
language was said to exist, a refined language was said to exist, and others 
were not recognized"; in particular, "the baser forms oflanguage were said 
to reveal the inability of the speaker to transcend the concerns of the pres
ent, an interest in material objects, and the dominance of the passions." B 

Edgeworth's editor, however, seeks to create a third term, situating her Own 
discourse between the "refined" and the "vulgar": historical style aims too 
high, but Thady's non-style is too low and also needs correction, which the 
editor supplies through the Preface itself, explanatory notes, and a glossary. 
Edgeworth's editorial apparatus thus enacts, in Kowaleski-Wallace's 
phrase, a "process of class and racial positioning" (154) whereby the editor 
represents her Own position, albeit obliquely, as a middle ground between 
two extremes, a position we might term "Anglo-Irish." This strategic me
diation, in its attempt to establish a new norm, also figures Edgeworth's 
Own colonial situation: she seeks to produce the colonized for the colonizer 
and to establish her Own authority for doing so, yet also to reform or re
constitute the relations between those two entities. 

To do so, she must impugn Thady's authority just as she did the his
torians', but on slightly different terms. Whereas the elegance of elevated 
discourse might disarm middle-class English readers, the advantages of 
reading the works of "the ignorant" are all on "our" side. "That the igno
rant may have their prejudices as well as the learned" she willingly allows, 
but the balance of power between "the ignorant" and the better-informed 
lies, of course, in favor of the latter: "we see and despise vulgar errors; we 
never bow to the authority of him who has no great name to sanction his 
absurdities" (28). The Irish Thady Quirk-a fictitious, poor, aged retainer 
who provides the intimate biography of "the familY"-clearly has no name 
at all until his English author endows him with one; whatever authority he 
may possess he receives at her hands, or so it seems here. And through the 
editor, Edgeworth ingeniously and deliberately undercuts Thady's author
ity as teller of the tale in hope of securing her Own. 

As a carrier of the "vulgar language" Smith delineates, Thady is implic
itly represented as one of "those, who without sagacity to discriminate 
character, without elegance of style to relieve the tediousness of narrative, 
without enlargement of mind to draw any conclusions from the facts they 
relate, simply pour forth anecdotes and retail conversations, with all the 
minute prolixity of a gossip in a country town" (28). While "careless 
conversations" and "half-finished sentences" were previously cited in the 

80livia Smith, The Politics of Language, 1791-1819 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19 4), 
8

21, x, 3. But see Marilyn Butler's Introduction to Castle Rackrent for another view of late 
eighteenth-century language politics. 
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Preface as the linguistic stuff that makes up "the characters of men" (27), in 
Thady's mouth they have no such value; what his discourse lacks, as the ed
itor represents it, are the literary qualities that weave mere yarn into fabric. 
Thady's storytelling, indebted to an oral tradition, thereby functions as the 
other pole to historical discourse; against the shortcomings of the two ex
tremes, Edgeworth's editor defines a literate "middling" style and a literate 
middle-class reader. Through her own editorial devices, Edgeworth trans
forms the raw matter of Thady into a text fit for literary consumption, 
CastleRackrent itself. 

As the events of the tale to follow illustrate, Thady is Edgeworth's most 
fully realized example of one kind of erring reader, He fails to discern the 
patently ridiculous habits and manners of many of his masters, resorting in
stead to a blind obedience to his quasi-aristocratic betters; he lacks the 
acuteness to see through the deficiencies of those whom he serves, effectively 
placing himself outside the middle-class English community Edgeworth's 
preface constructs, whose readers observe both the faults of the Rackrents 
and the blindnesses of their historian. In his role as "native informant," to 
borrow a term from anthropology, Thady Quirk is thus positioned as the 
source of our knowledge, yet at the same time subtly diseredi ted; his accoun t 
requires the correction of the enlightened colonialist perspective." 

But even though the editor clearly links the native Thady's reading prac
tices to error, she also worries that "Thady's idiom," "incapable of transla
tion" (29), will be, by its difference, beyond the grasp of her English readers, 
who will fail to perceive this native's errors. This anxiety motivates a series 
of pointed editorial moves, designed to insure that members of her in
tended audience meet the literate standard, which is explicitly linked to the 
possession of accurate colonial knowledge. For while those who "know" the 
Ireland of the mid-eighteenth century "will want no evidence of the truth 
of honest Thady's narrative," to "those who are totally unacquainted with 
Ireland, the following Memoirs will perhaps be scarcely intelligible, or 
probably they may appear perfectly incredible" (29). The presumed other
ness of "Thady's idiom," represented by the editor as the authentic language 
of the Irish peasant, compels her to provide" ignorantEnglish" readers with 
interpretive aids-not only notes and a preface, but also a glossary. While 
the class superiori ty of middle-class English readers might well enable them 

9See Edward W. Said, "Representing the Colonized: Anthropology's Interlocutors," 
CriticalInquiry 15(Winter 1989): 205 -25, and Trinh T. Minh-ha, Woman, Native, Other: 
Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989), 
47-76, for recent critiques from outside anthropology of this concept as an anchor for 
neocolonial knowledge production. 
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to form a proper reading of their own indigenous inferiors, Edgeworth as
sumes that the linguistic difference of the Irish-the difference her own 
novel helps to constitute as inferiority-necessarily complicates the inter
pretive process undertaken by English readers. Thus "the narrative voices of 
Castle Rackrent,"in Perera's words, "counterpoise an editorial presence, es
tablished as rational, professional, and English against that of the oral, pre
modern, and 'racially' different Thady" (16). 

As John Cronin comments in his study of the Anglo- Irish novel, anxiety 
about the linguistic otherness of the Irish (many or most of whom still 
spoke Gaelic at the turn of the nineteenth century) was common to Anglo
Irish writers of the period, who produced their work primarily for an Eng
lish market: "the Irish novel of the early part of the century," he states, 
"nearly always comes to us with its footnotes or afternotes packed with de
tails of regional explication." 10 Such reading supplements help to produce 
the Irish as deficient for their colonial masters while simultaneously en
abling this other to be read; the editorial apparatus thus confirms both the 
address of the text to an English audience and the Englishness of its creator. 
Introducing the cultural other to the English reader brings Thady near
domesticates him, so to speak-while also distancing him and his eccentric 
language. But while the apparatus Edgeworth creates works in part to con
tain and control the unruly Thady, I want to suggest that her relationship to 
her creation is yet uneasy and unstable; her ostensible mastery of his idiom. 
belies a certain dependence on it, a dependence which operates as well in 
other registers throught the novel and in the larger context of English-Irish 
relations. 

2 

Edgeworth's literal appropriation of another's discourse in CastleRackrent 
isvery much a function of her family's anomalous position as liberal Anglo
Irish landlords in late eighteenth-century Ireland. Unlike the scurrilous 

IOJohn Cronin, The Anglo-Irish Novel, vol. 1 (Belfast: Appletree Press, 1980, 11. In 
Edgeworth's case, notes and glossary were belatedly added to the text of the novel rather 
than being integral to its conception and production; as Marilyn Butler points out in her 
definitive biography, the novel was already in press when the Edgeworth family
Maria's immediate reading audience-"decided that some further explanation for the 
public was needed" (Marilyn Butler, Maria Edgeworth: A Literary Biography [Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1972], 354). Butler further notes "the self-conscious ... Englishness of 
the Glossary," reading it as the Edgeworth's effort "not merely [to interpret] Thady to an 
audience unfamiliar with his type," but especially "to dissociate themselves from his 
primitive attitudes" (354). 
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absentees whose indifference to their Irish tenants Edgeworth was strongly 
to criticize in such later works as Ennui (1809) and The Absentee (1812), her 
father, Richard Lovell Edgeworth, had returned to Ireland from England in 
1782 "with a firm determination," in his words, "to dedicate the remainder 
of my life to the improvement of my estate, and to the education of my 
children; and farther, with the sincere hope of contributing to the melio
ration of the inhabitants of the country, from which I drew my subsis
tence" (quoted in Butler 77). Via the naive Thady, whose loyalty to "the 
family" transcends all other possible considerations, Castle Rackrent re
veals some of the abuses that historically had been perpetrated against the 
agrarian Irish working class by the agents and middlemen whom English 
and Anglo-Irish landlords had employed to work in their interests. 

,! 

Because the Edgeworths understood themselves to be a breed apart 
from their improvident and uncaring ancestors, Richard Edgeworth took 
it upon himself to correct the wrongs that had been done to his estate and 
his tenants; yet his benevolent paternalism also sought, in Kowaleski
Wallace's words, "to contain and regulate impulses that might otherwise 
become inimical and hostile to his purposes" (150). In this endeavor, as in 
many literary ones, Maria Edgeworth served as her father's assistant, and 
ultimately as his successor, carrying on his program until she was well into 
her seventies; in Michael Hurst's words, she became "something between a 
colonial civil servant and a missionary rescuing the masses from inferior 
material and spiritual practices." II While such a characterization under
lines the colonialist assumption of English superiority, it is important to 
recognize, as Richard Edgeworth did, that Ireland was not only a resource 
to be exploited, but the very source of the Edgeworths' "subsistence." In 

1 
other words, they were indebted to and dependent on those "inhabitants 
of the country" whom, through the cultivation of paternalism, they sought J 
to constitute ideologically as wholly indebted to and dependent on them. i 

c 
\ Maria Edgeworth committed herself to her father's project in several 

ways. She educated herself through a course of reading about her new 
home, studying English "constitutional authorities" as well as "Spenser 
and Sir John Davies, Arthur Young and Adam Smith" (Butler 91) and thus 
steeping herself in the colonialist understanding of Ireland. At the same 
time, her duties on the estate brought her into contact with a number of 
her father's tenants and employees, and one especially important family re
tainer-the estate steward, John Langan-became the original inspiration 
for Thady Quirk: as Butler reports, Edgeworth "liked to entertain the 

11Michael Hurst, Maria Edgeworth and the Public Scene (Coral Gables, FL: University of 
Miami Press, 1969), 23. 
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family circle by mimicking [his] brogue and strange opinions" (174). Like 
Thady himself, who is described in the Preface as roused from "his habit
ual laziness" and "persuaded to have [the story of the Rackrents] commit
ted to writing" (29), Edgeworth transferred her invention to paper only at 
the urging of her favorite aunt, a trusted literary advisor, who convinced 
her that her powers of linguistic impersonation were too great a gift to 
waste (Butler 174). Edgeworth's text, then, has at its core her ability to ap
propriate the tone, accent, and idiom of another, and to put them to a 
variety ofliterary, political, and economic uses. And that appropriation of 
a dependent's persona makes her, to Some extent, dependent on him, as a 
copy is to the original. 

Along these lines, we can read Edgeworth's ploy as an authoritative act 
by which she assumes-and so subsumes-the identity of another; just 
as Butler would have it when she asserts that "down to incidental gestures 
Thady was a faithful copy" (241) cunningly drawn. Catherine Gallagher 
makes the point yet more forcefully, arguing that Edgeworth's appropria
tion of Thady's idiom, her possession of the language of the dispossessed, 
makes a commodity of him: the goal of the text "is to possess the non-' 
identity of the other and then put it into circulation," with all profits 
accruing to the family estate." "Thady's language is ... constantly put to 
use against 'the family' to which his only sense of self"-his only sense of 
identity-"is so indebted" (17), and within the tale told this is undeniably 
so. Even though Thady speaks as a loyal family retainer who draws his iden
tity from theirs, his tale ironically exposes the excesses of a debased aris
tocracy; moreover, it is Thadys unhesitating divulgence of family affairs to 
a stranger that puts his well-beloved master, Sir Condy, in the hands of a 
cunning entrepreneur and ultimately puts Sir Condy's estate into the hands 
of Thady's own less-beloved son. In Gallagher's words, Thady "circulates 
the stories that lead to the dispossession ... and then tells the stories we 
read, the story of the dispossession" (16). Bycapitalizing on the personality 
and idiom of the family steward and commodifying him for an English 
reading public, Edgeworth makes him her literary property. 

Edgeworth's act of linguistic appropriation repeats and reproduces 
other acts of colonization; she represents the world of the Irish other, 
making it readable to those safely ensconced in their English homes. In 
this light, the only really "Irish" thing about Castle Rackrent is its subject 
matter: as Butler puts it, "the viewpoint [Edgeworth] wanted to adopt was 

12Catherine Gallagher, "Fictional Women and Real Estate in Maria Edgeworth's Castle 
Rackrent," Nineteenth-Century Contexts 12:1 (Spring 1988); 14. Gallagher's comment is 
apropos of two other works by Edgeworth, Letters for Literary Ladies (1795) and the Es
say on Irish Bulls (1802), but applies equally well, I think, to Castle Rackrent. 
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English and forward-looking" (306). The prevailing Edgeworthian pre
scriptions for Ireland-that the Irish needed to be reformed, disciplined, I 

t and reimagined on English models, and so subjected in new waysto a more 

I just English authority-all depend on substituting this properly intelligi
ble, properly English viewpoint for a despised and inferior colonial Irish 

1 
I	 identity. We should not, however, assume that all the power at this cultural 
t	 crossing is held by a single agent: Edgeworth's appropriation of Thady's 

"non-identity" (to use Gallagher's term) may enable her to establish her 
own literary identity, but the logic of the literary marketplace is not the 
only crucial factor here. As Homi K. Bhabha asserts, those who subject are 
also subjected, for the ambivalence of colonial discourse necessarily cuts 
both ways: "it is difficult to conceive of the process of subjectification as a 
placing within orientalist or colonial discourse for the dominated subject 
without the dominant being strategically placed within it too." 13 Bhabha 
thus reminds us that even the colonizing Edgeworth is also a participant in 
"the process of subjectification," which takes place in terms of gender and 
class as well as race, and as such her position in relation to her colonized 
creation may well be less stable than Gallagher assumes. While Edgeworth 
is the bearer of hegemonic English values and powers, her own authority is 
crosscut by at least two kinds of dependency- one having primarily to do 
with cultural and linguistic difference, the other regarding issues of gender. 

Edgeworth's own admittedly fanciful description of her writing process 
gives Thady agency as a motivating force in the production of the text: 
"When, for mere amusement, without any ideas of publishing," she wrote 
to a friend, "I began to write a family history as Thady would tell it, he 
seemed to stand beside me and dictate and I wrote as fast as my pen could 
go" (quoted in Butler 240-41; emphasis mine). Here Edgeworth figures 
her own writing as dependent on Thady's oral presentation: while she de
nies him authority in her public preface, in the private letter she assigns 
Thady a power that both enables and rivals her powers of literacy. The 
efficacy of John Langan's oral idiom as against Edgeworth's literate stan
dard, the priority of the so-called "primitive" culture over the "civilized" 
one is, ironically, mobilized by Edgeworth as a means of distancing herself 
from her own act of appropriation, suggesting an ambivalence at the heart 
of the relationship between copy and original. Even as her written text 
transforms orality into literacy, making Thady's "non-identity" a condi
tion of her newly emergent literary identity, she simultaneously undercuts 
her literary authority by granting primacy to Thady's powers of speech. 

13Homi K. Bhabha, "The Other Question: The Stereotype and Colonial Discourse," 
Screen 24:6 (1983): 25. 
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Edgeworth's image ofdependency, which figures her relationship to an
other's discourse as mere recording from dictation, partially undercuts what 
the Preface works so hard to establish: the effort to represent an English style 
as the superior medium for all literate readers and writers breaks down in the 
face of another style, another idiom, an Irish tongue that Edgeworth may be 
able perfectly to imitate but which also in some sense masters her. The very 
act of introducing Thady's idiom into her text generates the anxiety which 
the editorial apparatus attempts to control; thus "English" and "Irish" lock 
into a relation in which each constitutes the other in a relation ofmutual de
pendence. Without the presence of the one-another language or culture, 
as native to some as English is to others-there would be no call for the 
continual reassertion of the other's superiority. The very ground of Castle 
Rackrent, then, is its indebtedness, its dependence on the idiom it seeks to 
construe as wholly dependent on English for its articulation. 

The ironies of this structure of mutual dependence come into sharper 
focus when we consider the role that gender plays in the production of the 
text. CastleRackrentmarked Edgeworth's first "independent" literary effort; 
unlike her earlier works, and most of what she produced before Richard 
Edgeworth's death in 1817, it was written without her father's guidance and 
only after its completion submitted for his approval. But her figuring of her 
subordination to Thady rehearses, perhaps unintentionally, what Edge
worth presented as her quintessential scene of writing: she accorded her fa
ther most of the credit for her works, styling herself a mere mediator of his 
ideas and so minimizing her own participation in deference to the patriar
chal authority she feared to offend. As Thady stands by her side dictating, 
he does not stand alone, for her father's literal absence does not efface his 
symbolic omnipresence. Edgeworth thus demonstrates, as I have argued 
elsewhere with reference to other women writers, the uneasiness many 
nineteenth-century literary women felt about literary production and lit
erary authority; for her as for others, the norms of gender make any act 
of writing potentially threatening to the culturally constructed "feminine"
self.'! 

Like class and culture, gender effects a certain difference in Edgeworth's 
position, revealing one among other instabilities within the ostensibly 
dominant term of the opposition between colonizer and colonized. But 
subjected as Edgeworth may be to patriarchal authority, or even to the lin
guistic power ofThady's idiom, her position as a colonial mediator simul
taneously assigns her the power that accrues to one who represents those 

14SeeMary Jean Corbett, Representing Femininity: Middle-Class Subjectivity in Victorian 
and Edwardian Women's Autobiographies (New York: Oxford University Press, 199 ) , 
especially chaps. 2 and 3. 2 
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who cannot represent themselves, at least not in print. Castle Rackrent may 
thus be read as an articulation of the shifting relations of power between 
colonizing and colonized women and men in which no one group-not 
even the ostensibly dominant one-can be said entirely to lack agency, 
given that all, including its author, are located within "the process of 
subjectification" of which Bhabha writes. Within the text of the novel, 
asymmetries of power between women and men-master and mistress, 
mistress and servant-primarily surface in regard to matters of inheri
tance, cultural difference, and language, complicated by analogous (though 
not precisely equivalent) asymmetries of power between colonizer and 
colonized; by exploring those relations, we can, I think, better estimate 
Edgeworth's position. Attending to gender and race as interlocking yet 
sometimes internally contradictory structures of oppression within Castle 
Rackrent, as I hope to suggest below, provides another means of seeing 
how the figure of the colonial woman writer instantiates the doubleness of 
power relations in this cross-cultural encounter. 

3 

As most critics of Castle Rackrent have recognized, the disorderly trans
mission of family property in the novel signals what Edgeworth thinks of 
as a serious disturbance in social order among the Anglo-Irish. In its link
ing of familial stability to social reproduction of the established relations of 
property and authority, Edmund Burke's celebrated discussion of inheri
tance in Reflections on the Revolution in France can serve as the exemplary 
statement on the matter: 

The power of perpetuating our property in our families is one of the 
most valuable and interesting circumstances belonging to it, and that 
which tends the most to the perpetuation of society itself. It makes our 
weakness subservient to our virtue, it grafts benevolence even upon 
avarice. The possessorsof familywealth, and of the distinction which at
tends hereditary possession (as most concerned in it), are the natural 
securitiesfor this transmission. IS 

In Burke's thinking, familial inheritance, proceeding from father to son, 
secures "the perpetuation of society." In Castle Rackrent, however, "weak
ness" and "avarice" rule, as the estate rarely passes on in orderly patriarchal 
fashion. 

ISEdmund Burke, Refiections on the Revolution in France, ed. J. G. A. Pocock (Indianap
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Such abuses are sanctioned in part by institutionalized English preju
dice against Irish Catholicism: "by Act of Parliament," Sir Patrick 
O'Shaughlin must "take and bear the sirname and arms of Rackrent" (31 ) 

in order to inherit due to the Penal Laws (of which Burke himself disap
proved), which prohibit Catholic ownership of property. Yet patriarchal 
deficiencies play an equally central role. The drunken Sir Patrick gives up 
his religion and his family name so as to secure his estate and pass it along 
to his son, Sir Murtagh, who exploits his tenants and produces no heir; 
upon his death, Murtagh's younger brother, Sir Kit, an inveterate gambler 
and absentee, inherits and squanders it. Finally, the estate passes to Sir 
Condy, the "heir-at-law," who belongs to "a remote branch of the family" 
(48); raised among the common Irish Catholic children of the town, he 
has a character consequently formed far below what his adult station re
quires." The breaks in the transmission of the estate and the concomitant 
degeneracy of the family itself, Edgeworth implies, contribute to the social 
instability of the world she portrays: as Gene W. Ruoff puts it, "the gener
ations of Rackrent do not need generation to propagate themselves," as 
several Rackrents inherit only by "claims traced along precarious routes of 
male protestant descent." 17 What Ruoff's statement, like Burke's patriar
challogic, tends to occlude, however, is the participation of the female 
body in the generation of heirs: the degeneracy of the Rackrent men, fore
grounded by Edgeworth herself, also entails a less visible but no less vital 
absence of "generation" on the part of women. 

Rackrent marriages, seemingly without exception, are made for money, 
not for love, yet the women who make these marriages are no mere victims; 
as Ann Owens Weekes points out, "each wife escapes upon her husband's 
death, her fortune intact and indeed in two cases increased" (42). Sir 
Murtagh chooses his wife, for example, on the basis of the fortune she may 
bring: he "looked to the great Skinflint estate" (33-34) as a means of en
hancing his own purse. But.his wife is every bit as grasping as he, and runs 
a so-called charity school only so her duty-yarn may be spun gratis by its 
pupils. As Edgeworth herself did in fictionalizing John Langan for the mar
ket, the novel's women make material profit from the colonial project and so 
are directly implicated in it. Like their husbands, Rackrent women display a 

16Fora thorough reading of the Rackrent men as husbands and masters, see Ann Owens 
Weekes, Irish Women Writers: An Uncharted Tradition (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 1990), 41-59. 

17Gene W. Ruoff, "1800 and the Future of the Novel: William Wordsworth, Maria 
Edgeworth, and the Vagaries of Literary History," in The Age of William Wordsworth: 
Critical Essays on the Romantic Tradition, ed. Kenneth R. Johnston and Gene W. Ruoff 
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decided preference for property and no interest in securing the means of its 
transmission; they have no commitment to the estate, leaving it behind 
when their husbands die or when things go bad. That they do not reproduce 
biologically may be taken as emblematic of the disorder Edgeworth locates 
in familial and social relations: themselves treated as the site and medium 
for property exchange between men, the ladies Rackrent fetishize what they 
accumulate, seeing self-interest as the limit of their interests. 

Within the family economy, these women thus exercise several different 
kinds of economic power. Despite the fact that they are largely used by 
their husbands as means of access to property, they resist their husbands' 
efforts to control them. Their ostensible dependency on men masks the 
fact that the patriarchal system ofproperty transmission, properly ordered, 
depends in great part on them, just as the Edgeworths depended for con
tinued subsistence on their tenants. Within the constraints of patriarchal 
limitations on feminine agency, the Rackrent women thus refuse their sub
ordination by spurning their "natural" reproductive role and remaining 
childless. The lack of female subordination in this important arena of pa
triarchal control is another sign of how far short Irish affairs fall from the 
Burkean model Edgeworth implicitly supports. 

ee The "unnaturalness" of the feminine figures in the novel is best exem
plified by one character who experiences the utmost in patriarchal abuse of 
power. Sir Kit, characteristically short of money and long on debts, marries 
"the grandest heiress in England" (40) to revive the family fortunes. When 
the lady balks at giving him her valuable diamond cross, he locks her in her 
bedroom for seven years, and she is freed only at his death. Kit's wife is thus 
subject to patriarchal power in one of its crudest forms, yet she continues 
to resist and, like the other Rackrent women, her resistance concerns her 
right to her own property. What makes her most unnatural, however, at 
least in Thady's eyes, is not her refusal to indulge Kit's avarice, or her failure 
to produce an heir, but her racial difference, for this resister is "a Jewish" 
(41), a "heretic Blackamore" (41) of "dark complexion" (41).18 Through this 
figure's relationship to the narrator, Edgeworth's text reveals how each po
sitions the other as subordinate in terms of gender, class, or race, raising 
important questions about the distribution of power within the text. 

Prepared to welcome his new lady with open arms, Thady is "greatly 
shocked" to discover that "she was little better than a blackamoor" (40) in 
appearance. Not only her looks but her habits- her refusal to eat pork, for 
example-draw Thady's uncomprehending wonder, even condescension. 

18See Sander L. Gilman, Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race, and 
Madness (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 31-3S, for analysis of the nineteenth
century racist links forged between blacks and Jews. 
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The lady also turns out to be wholly indisposed to talk, and invariably re
sponds to Thadys solicitous inquiries with a silence he reads as a lack of 
comprehension: "never a word she answered, so I concluded she could not 
speak a word of English, and was from foreign parts" (40). And once she 
does speak, to inquire of her husband about an Irish term Thady uses, 
Thady interprets her lack of information as "ignorance." She fails properly 
to identify the (to her) unfamiliar features of the Irish landscape, calling a 
bog "a very ugly prospect" and seeing Irish "trees" as equivalent to English 
"shrubs" (41-42). "To hear her talk, one might have taken her for an in
nocent" (41), Thady says, applying a linguistic and cultural standard to her 
similar to the one that Edgeworth has applied to him in the Preface. Li
censed perhaps by his master's subsequent ill-treatment of her, Thady re
gards "the Jewish" as his inferior, and thereby takes up a position of power 
ordinarily denied him by representing her as truly other. 

Throughout this episode, we are meant to see, I think, yet another ex
ample of Thadys "prejudices"; "in the process of exposing the wife's igno
rance about indigenous Irish practices," Kowaleski-Wallace comments, 
"Thady often exposes his own" (151). The anti-semitic tone of his remarks 
ostensibly belongs to him, not to Edgeworth. 19 Yet"the Jewish" displays her 
own form of prejudice, which also concerns the language of the other: she 
treats Thady's discourse-and especially a particularly rambling anecdote 
on "the bog ofAllyballycarrickoshaughlin" (42)-with utter contempt, just 
as any native English aristocrat might.'? On hearing the tale of the bog, "the 
Jewish," Thady reports, "fell to laughing like one out of their right mind, 
and made me say the name of the bog over for her to get it by heart a dozen 
times- then she must ask me how to spell it, and what was the meaning of 
it in English" (42) Here gender and class position firmly link "the Jewish" to 
the English establishment in ways that Thady fails to recognize. For all the 
new lady's perceived foreignness to Thady, and despite the logic that makes 

190ther works by Edgeworth that include stereotyped representations of Jews include 
Belinda (1801) and The Absentee (1812). Harrington (1817) was written in part to expunge 
the anti-Semitism of these earlier works, yet its fortuitous ending-the hero discovers 
that no religious impediment to his marriage exists, since his beloved is revealed not 
to be a Jew after all-seems to confirm that Iewishness, like Irishness, signified for 
Edgeworth as a kind of alien otherness. 

20 As P. F. Sheeran points out in "Colonists and Colonized: Some Aspects of Anglo-Irish 
Literature from Swift to Joyce," The Yearbook of English Studies 13 (1983): 97-11S, the dif
ferences of view among Sir Kit, Thady, and "the Jewish" in this scene are "a function of 
their cultural and social differences," and he goes on to reveal that the very name of 
the bog "testifies to a history of conquest and enclosure" (lOS): the name contains Sir 
Patrick's original family name, O'Shaughlin, within it; moroever, the true Gaelic name 
for it, which even Thady does not use, is "portach." 
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all non-English others subordinate to an English standard, she is, in lin
guistic and cultural terms, more of an insider than he is; her "Englishness" 
is clearly a function of a linguistic sophistication that takes the other's lan
guage as a mere joke. 21 Despite her subjection to her husband, and Thady's 
willingness further to marginalize her as a "blackamoor," "the Jewish" is 
thus not wholly without power, derived from her association with the very 
structures Thady uses to indict her. Her race marks her as not-English, but 
her command of the English language and her contempt for the Irish align 
her, if only precariously, with the colonizer. 

Thady and "the Jewish" thus have similarly doubled positions: each 
could function as a mirror for the other, but neither registers any likeness 
between their situations. The linguistically deficient native other sees no 
similarity between himself and "the Jewish," whose subordination to his 
master is even more pronounced in some respects than his own; "the Jew
ish" derives her sense of superiority to Thady from her class position and 
her place as his mistress, but her racial otherness, from English and Irish 
alike, makes her, in a way Thady's other masters and mistresses are not, as 
subject to his condescension as he is to hers. Edgeworth, however, covertly 
links the two by assigning them to structurally equivalent places. Each of 
them is positioned as unequal: as Perera remarks of similarly marginal 
characters in Edgeworth's Belinda (1801), Thady and "the Jewish" "are 
linked within a scale that structures them ... as outsiders yet pits them si
multaneously against one another" (26). Caught as they are in a hierarchy 
of structural gendered and racial inequalities, Thady and "the Jewish," like 
Edgeworth herself, understand the other's otherness as inferiority, failing 
to perceive their own subordination to English patriarchal rule while still 
accruing certain benefits from it. 

Within Castle Rackrent, then, the Rackrent women, like Thady, are both 
agents of and subject to patriarchal colonial rule, just as Edgeworth herself 
was, yet one of the central recurring ironies of the text-that those who are 
doubly positioned as powerful and powerless fail to recognize their impli
cation in the systems that subject them-works at their expense, not hers. 
Edgeworth takes as her explicit function the ideological task of mediating 
the otherness of others, such as Thady or "the Jewish," representing and 
revealing it, conveying and correcting it, making the specification of lin
guistic differences her primary tool for imposing the hegemonic English 
standard with which she identifies. Yet in crucial ways, Thady and "the Jew
ish" figure Edgeworth's own unspoken, unrecognized position as a colonial 

21 See Gallagher on the Essay on Irish Bulls, especially ll-13, for further analysis of this 
point. 
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woman writer, subject to as well as of the patriarchal colonial discourse she 
produces. Her identification with the dominant power, however tenuous, 
effectively militates against her developing both a more nuanced percep
tion of her own otherness in patriarchal thought and a more thorough
going critique ofthe structures of colonial domination. 

In the last analysis, however, the point is not to criticize Edgeworth for 
her ideological blindnesses, but rather to reflect on our own. Postcolonial 
theory, as represented particularly by the work of Homi Bhabha and 
Gayatri Spivak, has offered a serious challenge to normative modes offigur
ing relations among the powerful and the disempowered, while the critical 
work ofnumerous scholars in African, Caribbean, and Indian postcolonial 
literatures, Anglophone or not, demands that those of us trained in "Eng
lish literature" rethink that category in both our research and teaching as a 
way of exposing the muted dynamics of inclusion and exclusion. If decen
tering the hegemony of Englishness by emphasizing the Welsh, Scots, and 
Irish components of the great tradition is not the only way to continue the 
process of decolonization, it is nonetheless a necessary step. And recogniz
ing the otherness even of such putative insiders as Edgeworth provides a 
further means of coming to terms with the colonial experience. 

Miami University 
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